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Although commercial and military aviation development has matured quite a bit, major chal-
lenges still exist. Looking at the current aircraft structural concepts, propulsion options and sys-
tems architecture, you can see that technology has revolutionized the process over the last 40 
years, but current development concepts have nearly reached their limit. In order to respond to 
the many challenges related to tomorrow’s air traffi c demand, radical new technologies and con-
cepts will be needed. The industry will face numerous challenges on a global scale, ranging from 
new public policies and regulations to changing individual values and more mobile lifestyles. Like 
other industries, aviation must also address the limited availability of energy resources while 
reducing its carbon footprint. Managing climate change, congestion and increased safety and 
security requirements will heavily infl uence future air transportation concepts. As the world 
economy becomes more interconnected, it is increasingly apparent that the industry as a whole 
must work together to develop the best possible air transportation concepts for future genera-
tions. To do this, the aviation industry needs a major paradigm shift. In short, the industry must 
reinvent itself.
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An industry in need of a paradigm shift
The aircraft community is pushing engineers to envision new 
design concepts and technologies. The resulting concepts 
are promising, but aircraft have become increasingly com-
plex. How do you go about engineering and assembling the 
next generation of aircraft if we have difficulties with the 
ones we are manufacturing today? Luckily, we are already 
identifying the underlying integration issues: a higher 
amount of dynamic interaction between subsystems and an 
exponential increase in control software. On the structural 
side, there are new composite materials to consider that 
respond to the ever-present quest for lighter structures. And 
most importantly, airline passengers are demanding more 
comfort and safety and a reduction in the carbon footprint. 

The November 2010 Aviation Week article, “Design for 
Success – Systems engineering must be rethought if pro-
gram performance is to improve” by Graham Warwick and 
Guy Norris captures the essential issues faced by aircraft 
industries when going from a complicated to complex air-
craft management. Although everything you can think of is 
taken into account during the definition of an aircraft pro-
gram, these programs often suffer major development 
delays and huge cost overruns. Indeed, one can roughly esti-
mate that a one-year delay on a major commercial aircraft 
program creates an unforeseen cash burn of US$ 1 billion 
per year.

The major reasons for bad program performance can be 
attributed to the fact that engineering organizations are not 
set up to tackle the complexity of the current aircraft. In the 
past, manufacturing an aircraft was less complicated and 
involved fewer partners. Today, development is organized 

into a system-of-systems process that is split into subsys-
tems. The development organization basically takes up each 
subsystem individually as a separate department. For exam-
ple, in commercial aviation, the engineering divisions very 
often distribute the work according to the Air Transport 
Association (ATA) reference standard. For example, ATA 32 is 
landing gear and ATA 24 is electrical power. The entire air-
craft development community, which most often includes 
risk-sharing partners (RSPs) in aerospace jargon, actually 
communicates through documents.

In the quest to design lighter, more economical and greener aircraft, 
system functions must become more integrated.
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The issue is how this all works together: the whole does not 
necessarily equal the sum of its parts. Unlike a complicated 
system, a complex system is not devisable into a set of iso-
lated subsystems. It is a system or unit itself. And this is the 
core of the issue. In the quest to make lighter, more eco-
nomical and greener aircraft, the aircraft system function 
has become more integrated and interconnected with vari-
ous onboard software programs that control the aircraft. 

One can imagine that devising this complex system is quite a 
challenge, but the issue is designing a complex system that 
captures the dynamic or active integration of the various sys-
tems. Today the big issues are caused by dynamic interaction 
between systems, such as the power system, structure or 
controls. Unfortunately, the way the current engineering 
processes and organizations work does not offer a means to 
tackle this complexity. Dynamic interaction is not captured in 
document-based systems engineering. Proof of this can be 
found throughout the aviation community, a community of 
highly experienced and professional organizations that sys-
tematically suffer integration problems.

“Systems engineering must be rethought if program perfor-
mance is to improve.” (Aviation Week, November 2010). 

“Systems engineering must be 
rethought if program 
performance is to improve.” 
Aviation Week 
November 2010 
 
Adopting model-based systems engineering 
With today’s technology, there is a huge potential to improve 
engineering processes by implementing model-based 
systems engineering (MBSE) approaches. Product lifecycle 
management (PLM) systems, such as Teamcenter® software 
from Siemens PLM Software, can be used to capture and 
track requirements extremely early in the process and then 
continue to document the requirements and check 
compliance throughout the entire product lifecycle. The 
process starts with the bill-of-materials (BOM) and manages 
every change, keeping track of the requirement verification 
throughout the aircraft subsystems until the integrated 
system testing processes.

With today’s technology, there is 
a huge potential to improve 
engineering processes.

On the systems and structural engineering level, scalable 
multi-domain engineering tools such as LMS Imagine.Lab™ 
software from Siemens PLM Software can be used to imple-
ment an MBSE approach and capture the complexity of air-
craft systems from the component level to the aircraft 
system level. 

Engineering a system is all about understanding how the dif-
ferent physical phenomena affect a product’s functionality 
under normal and abnormal conditions as well as throughout 
all operational cycles. Clearly, a subject like aircraft complex-
ity mandates engineering tools that are truly multi-domain. 

LMS Imagine.Lab Amesim provides a set of off-the-shelf physical 
libraries that can very easily be extended with a customer’s own 
industrial property.
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Developing a typical aircraft system often requires mastering 
structural, mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic, ther-
mal and controls engineering. LMS Imagine.Lab AmesimTM 
software captures the various physics domains in an inte-
grated way, addressing both physics and dynamic interac-
tion. The tool provides a set of off-the-shelf physical libraries 
that can easily be extended with the customer’s own 
libraries. 

An additional requirement to initiate the paradigm shift from 
document-based to model-based systems engineering is to 
provide a systems integration environment you can use to 
integrate and simulate subsystems on the aircraft system 
level. Indeed, when you want to capture the actual dynamic 
interaction as soon as possible during concept development 
and detailed system design, you must consider how the sys-
tems would interact in the real world. 

The industry recognizes there is a huge potential to conquer 
integration issues by front-loading systems integration test-
ing using virtual testing strategies. This typically requires 
integrating a multitude of models of a heterogeneous 
nature. LMS Imagine.Lab System Synthesis software allows 
engineers to perform exactly these types of integration tests.

The tools are available to help the industry initiate the para-
digm shift towards MBSE. Siemens PLM Software has imple-
mented dedicated functionality in both the virtual integrated 
aircraft (VIA) and the virtual iron bird (VIB) solutions. And 
now with new information technology (IT) capabilities, the 
different ATA departments will be able to bridge the depart-
mental gap and check whether one integrates well within 
the system environment as a whole. We strongly believe that 
this change in process will prevent problems with aircraft 
systems integration by identifying detrimental dynamic 
interfacing issues sooner.

The tools are out there to help the industry initiate the para-
digm shift toward MBSE. 

Benefitting from enhanced integration
Designing the modern-day aircraft with more electrical sys-
tems requires a bigger electrical power system. Inherent in 
every electrical system is the need to dissipate heat. The 
environmental control system (ECS) ensures the correct ven-
tilation and cooling of the aircraft, the cabin and its systems.

This represents a change from previous aircraft architecture. 
Safe operation of the electrical system powering critical 
functions inherently depends on the availability of the appro-
priate cooling. In the past, these systems were seen as quite 
separate. With aircraft that has more electrical components, 
neglecting the dynamic interaction between the environ-
mental control and electrical system will open the door to 
more potential integration problems.

Today, aircraft architecture needs to inherently reflect not 
only the dynamic interaction and the physical systems, but 
also performance factors, such as fuel economy, safety, 
emissions and cabin comfort.

As shown in the above image, a partially integrated aircraft 
model integrates the air system, including the ECS, the ATA 
24 electrical system, the two engines, the auxiliary power 
unit (APU) and the fuel system. The model is completed by 
accounting for thermal balance in the structural block where 
heat flows are gathered.

Interaction between the major subsystems in the integrated 
model is defined by interface contracts, standardizing com-
munication protocol between departments. And behind each 
ATA model is a multi-level, detailed physical representation 
of the individual ATA system. 

With an integrated model, aircraft architects can work in a 
collaborative system environment and check the impact of 
system architecture choices on a total system level. They can 
make decisions to balance an aircraft’s energy usage and 
thermal system. This often affects fuel consumption. Using 
this system-level approach and complementing it with physi-
cal system modeling will lead to smarter decisions, better 
choices and, ultimately, superior products.
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Clearly, model-based systems engineering is becoming 
increasingly important in the field of aircraft development. 
This MBSE approach will enable engineers to accelerate the 
requirements definition process and design to certification-
level performance. It is the best route for achieving earlier 
aircraft maturity and a reliable way to reroute integration 
issues that the industry currently faces.

The good news is that there are tools out there to help the 
industry initiate the paradigm shift toward MBSE; tools that 
will let engineers represent all the physics in an aircraft, such 
as structural, mechanical, fluid, electrical, thermal and 
dynamics. These tools address the component level up to 
system level, and can be integrated into a PLM process.

Ideally, model-based systems engineering allows a product 
to evolve in the best-possible manner throughout the devel-
opment timeline, from the early concept phase until final 
verification and into the in-service cycle. Model-based sys-
tems engineering is the answer to close the loop between 
the physical and virtual world. MBSE enables true collabora-
tive engineering processes throughout the extended enter-
prise of the aviation industry.

Conclusion
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About Siemens PLM Software
Siemens PLM Software, a business unit of the Siemens 
Industry Automation Division, is a world-leading provider  
of product lifecycle management (PLM) software, systems 
and services with nine million licensed seats and 77,000  
customers worldwide. Headquartered in Plano, Texas,  
Siemens PLM Software helps thousands of companies  
make great products by optimizing their lifecycle  
processes, from planning and development through  
manufacturing and support. Our HD-PLM vision is to give 
everyone involved in making a product the information  
they need, when they need it, to make the smartest  
decisions. For more information on Siemens PLM Software 
products and services, visit www.siemens.com/plm.


